
garden.  (a short play with musical interludes intimately concerning 
the nature of space and it's wild turnip dreams.)

for at least six actors, at least one of which should be female and one 
male.
props include: one white sheet hung in the rear-center of the stage.  in 
some scenes, a simple (but ultimately sturdy) rectangular plywood table in 
the center of the stage.  it is ~1.3 meters tall.  an inexpensive, gray 
computer keyboard.  

act one: garden.
voice-over: in what may possibly be the only place on earth, our scene opens 
over, around, and inside of a mounded patch of tall, haphazard growth.  
here, stout vegetable plants and furry-tough weeds have intertwined into rolling,  
tangly walls reaching for the sun.  
insects zip and flutter through the stuff - all of it dipped in heavy-sweet summer  
air and steeped in the fragrance of the deep, loamy soil.   

it is nearing sunset, and a pair of bare feet move along the caked-earth path  
leading to the garden plot.   
two insects, radioman and his pudgy friend, dutchman, sit on a tobacco leaf.  
(they are clowns.)
and so, our setting unfolds - see here, ladies and gentlemen, how it will grow...

appearing:
simon piler
radioman
dutchman
wizeen (a woman)

scene one:
[simon piler enters stage left, steadily walking up the path to the garden plot.  he 
bows deeply, gracefully as he encounters the audience.  his lines are delivered 
in a pleasant, thoughtful manner.]  

simon piler:  hi there.  my name is simon piler, and this summer i lived in a 
garden. 

 [lights dim as music begins.  maybe simon does a little dance.  perhaps he 
stands still, or yet again, he might drink sweet, cool water from an old peanut  
butter jar.]

prelude: garden.
radio man: "...possibly can dutch man, give us the full report!?" 
dutch man  :  "okaaay... you've got the..."  [he is interrupted by simon's 



song.]

simon piler:
i eat green peas and those green beans
i eat green peas and those green beans
i eat sweet peas and those green beans
tomatoes growin' on the vine.

and that soil grows sweet potatoes
red clay soil grows sweet potatoes
aw, that soil grows sweet potatoes
little white flowers blooming is all that i all that i am!

dutch man: [sentimentally, yet bashfully.]  "maybe that's a pretty good 
song."
simon piler: [he cannot hear the insects speaking]  "a garden is a place 
where you can dream."
radio man: "now, look at her!" [he points.]

scene two:
[the sun has set and a cool, humid darkness falls over our scene.  wizeen takes 
the stage from the opposite side of simon, but the two stay near their respective 
edges.  they speak the following lines mostly in unison.]

both: 
wizeen was a crack in the chimney-wall at first, then she slowly waft away.  the 
great hum whitewash ventilation fans at night slowly sucked and waft her away.  

walking up orange and black concrete steps and,  

man's voice: [shouting from offstage, loud and present.] "HUAH!" 

[immediately after this line is delivered they begin again, without skippin' uh beat.]
both:  exhaled forcefully and startling a deep impact summer breath of the 
garbage cans gasping in a flash and lept up screaming and running from it's 
hiding place there by the cans -

simon:  i am already two miles away - distant, but afloat with emptiness (and 
down the avenue.)

she ran all the way up to the rooftop, at least in my mind.  she slew a badger and 
gutted it and it was off by the old rusted steam-pipe or fence-post, i guess it was 
a clothesline all rotting away like that and...

both:  ...i am an effigy stuffed in an old nylon potato-head hung up with a scrap 
of white electrical wire and words are written on the side of it for electricians to 



decipher; on a clothesline rotting away.  [pause, one short breath.]
if you kicked it, earwigs fell out of the leaves drying on the old pipes of it - they 
are whitish where the pieces of their bodies come together and look funny if they 
move once i saw a spider and an earwig in a small curled up leaf so close 
together  it seemed perilous at first but the spider was so small.   [pause, one 
slow breath.]

[this next section is a single, steady statement with wizeen's voice coming in and 
out for emphasis and meter.]

simon:  the little white rocks from the never-ending canal-way parking lots in the 
jungle get 

both: covered with a little layer of orange dust 

simon:  and bare feet move slow and lurchy over the stuff until 

both:  the grasses' wet relief and before that hoping

simon:  that mulberries wouldn't get stuck to the bottom of 'em.

"describing an illustration prescribed to a dog-clouded scientist" begins to play -  
as dancers flush the stage, simon and wizeen are swept out of view.

•••
dance: 'describing an illustration prescribed to a dog-clouded scientist.'  

(with dancers, systematically choreographed in the unfurling of 
leaves.)

act two: classroom.  
the dog-clouded scientist stands at a lectern (or table, if lectern is not available)  
with a keyboard.  behind him is a screen on which his lecture notes have been 
projected.  (in preformance, this screen is blank.)  it is a large room. a recorded 
sound of sporadic coughs and shuffles is playing throughout, intensifying in the 
frequency, variety and amplitude of noises as the end of the class approaches.

appearing:
the dog-clouded scientist
students (seated among the audience?)

scene one:
dog-clouded scientist: [speaking to a class]

there is a sheet that is really wide (it is about four miles wide) and from this sheet 
originates a gradient of cold to non-nature of cold things.



the coordinates of that are scaled on this axis to the maximum cold, so that the 
final results are not in temperature, see - [points to an imaginary graph.] the units 
aren't determined by degrees, but rather this is a calculation of unit-less 
dimensions.  the sheet though, can move and fluxuate.  we call these ripples 
'eggs'.

eggs, scientists have realized that these eggs have a variety of dimensions and 
there are lots of kinds of eggs.  for instance, there are green and white eggs - i 
bet you didn't know that.  [pauses as if thinking about his last statement.]

"how many of you knew that? [a couple of students raise their hands.] 
okay, so a few of you."  [pause]  "did they cover this kind of stuff in 371?"

[in this next paragraph he clears his throat at least once.]

well, anyway, how do we find these things and the position of their ripples along 
the gradient?  there is a short lack of information i don't think anyone has a 
particular path that they are one-hundred percent certain of here - but the ones 
we can focus in on are the distributional eggs, that is to say, one or two of these 
undulations that have been tested across all the spaces and pockets these eggs 
participate in, you know, distributional - divided and scattered in many test sites - 
and their porosity.

if you look at this graphy, you may say, "i could reproduce this with my calculator 
with a quick whiff and slighting of my hand.  this graphy is just a man peeing in a 
drawer."  you may be right - the graph is really easy, but what we are plotting is 
not as easy to understand.  well, on this axis? [points to a graph] it is the breadth 
of this bend and over here, [points to the other axis] it is the constant 
intermediate flux through all these little spaces in the sheet they're like little 
grains or fibers all along it they plug up all the cold-nature.  then these very small 
particles of un-nature are running through it, but also they change positions, too. 
that's the replacement reaction, right?  [pointing up and down an imaginary curve 
to indicate a slope] so the slope of this gives eggs per second - and that's a unit 
of potentiality of motion, see, the way they are about to migrate through 
permeable space.  the ripples - remember from this slide, [pauses to rapidly 
reverse through slides with arrowkeys, but has trouble finding the slide. faster,] 
where was that thing? [finds it and points at imaginary figure.]  yeah  - they're 
slowly moving, up and down.  where the flux puddles or where it is drooping in 
these low spots, that is where the eggs begin to form and it is a case of negative 
feedback - as one egg begins to form the sheet bends just a little and it becomes 
less pliable to other eggs forming.

so, we should find an equation for the pliability of this thing - but that's already the 
Grossman-Mustler equation we saw from chapter 2, right?  you have to preform 
a short operation on it, though, to arrive where you should.  you have to reduce it 
to a standard form by equating it back to a speed of space that is standard, right? 



normalized space doesn't move, see, the seconds should cancel out when you 
are done.

and so then we've got a little bit of a problem - eggs per second are the units of 
the slope of the other graphy, but here we've got no units of time.  but let's step 
back.  let's take a look at the big picture, now - there is this sheet emanating all 
natures of cold-gradient, but that (and all the other true forms) are permanently 
untranslatable - just give me a second here, if the bell rings - [speeds up, 
hurrying as students are becoming louder] they're totally permanent in their 
behavior, that much has been measured, because the units form only footholds 
so this thing is not moving or changing at all as time is reduced to zero, and so 
you see that is the low-pliability environment that we are familiar with.  

[pauses, then realizes he has lost the classes' attention more or less totally. to a 
cacophonous slamming of desks and shuffling, he resolves. ]
 
okay!  that's where i'm going to stop for today - we'll pick up here on thursday. 
alright.

•••
chorus: song for dreamers, sung in a semi-exuberant manner by the exiting 
students.

students (sing):
"when you sleep you fly for miles
oh, when you sleep you fly for miles
see the Dalles and see Cheyenne,
see the highways see the hills
and candles lit from windowsills.

when you breathe in, someone smiles
when you breathe out, someone dies
someone's smilin' all the time - 
thinkin' about a sandwich that they will buy
and turnin' a light-switch off
in dreaming."

  the lights fade to black as the scene closes.

act three: snob/bob
the scene takes place on, in, and (feasibly) around the curvatures of hollow 
space in the universe, so justly described by the dog-clouded scientist.  the 
smartest man in the world, who is a snobbish jerk with a big fat head 
(enclosing his big fatbrain, of course), is in an argument with three memories.  
the four are lit by a shadeless lamp.  outside of the direct glow of the light stands 
simon piler, who is neither part of the conversation nor listening.  he is very still.



appearing:
the smartest man in the world
memory 1
memory 2
memory 3
simon piler
simon piler as a young child 
radioman
dutchman
insects

scene one: 
the smartest man in the world:  [offended and arrogant, he tries to conclude a 
point.] ...it is not, in comparison is not where it should be.  i have three bachelor's 
degrees and two master's degrees, so..."

[interjecting] 
other memories: [together, harmonizing,] WELL?  

memory 1: (oh, do ya?)
other memories: [together] WELL?  [they begin to gather around the smartest  
man in the world in a menacing/taunting manner...]

memory 2: (is that so?)
other memories: [together] WELL? 

memory 3: (is that right? do you have that shit?)
other memories: [together] WELL?

scene two:
[simon walks over to the wall and unplugs the lamp. normal lights immediately  
return to the room.  the memories and the smartest man in the world stand, 
frozen.  simon turns to the audience and begins a story.]

simon piler: when i was a little kid i read the 'Boxcar Children' books and my cat 
his name was bob kitty, or i guess, robert 'rob-adab-adab-ee' the magic cat. he'd 
sit under that kitchen sweep.  [pauses, perhaps scratching his nose.]

...and so, i'd be sticking my little, uh,  five-year-old ankles out, wonderin' if this cat 
is gonna pounce on me, right?

[young simon's voice is played in a recording.]

simon piler as a young child: "i'm just gonna look left...
look right....  nothing there, ok, it's good."

both: [immediately after the last line is delivered, singing] 



GOT SOME BOXCAR CHILDREN BOOKS TO READ!
...BOXCAR CHILDREN BOOKS TO READ!

simon piler: well, i'm sitting on the couch now and i've got a barricade of pillows 
up because this cat is gonna shred my shins and he does."  [he sits on the table, 
and charades the action of securing pillows around his legs.  a dumb, cheezy 
recording of someone yelling, "YEOWWWWWWW!" plays.  Simon feigns along 
with the yell and falls over, dead.)

scene three:
[simon lays the table, dead. his arms are folded across his chest.  he sits up, 
with white facepaint and takes his guitar from a black-wearing figure, then plays 
the song.  otherwise, it is played from a recording or small orchestral band.

chorus: two steps with death:

simon piler:
when i die, flowers gonna grow
from the places where my eyes used to go
when i die, vines from head to toe -
nutrients they need are thoughts i know.
and all this decayin' in the middle
and my smile of white
gonna give these bones the gift of sight.

catch a glimpse and see the lights you know
you're a speedin' on - they're moving slow.
aw, but turn around, and look again -
night sky movin' fast, you're the lights you've seen 
glowing inside, outside, upside-down,
highway floating gently off the ground.

merrily, merrily, merrily, down that stream,
don't you know that life's, uh, but a dream?
i was burned to death but lived to tell
i was drowned to death but survived as well
died a thousand deaths but never died -
i just kept leapin' and a hoppin' on from inside.

lyin' in my cot at night in a wild turnip dream
breathy whispers of the girl i'd always seen
couldn't catch her, but i saw her eyes -
burnin' with sage and tumbleweed as she sighs,
"i've seen the hands of the clock goin' round once or twice in my life,
seen them snowflakes falling once or twice in my life."



[enter radioman and dutchman, carrying lanterns.]

radioman: oh, oh, what's this! (he cups his hands around his mouth and yells,)
meet me at the cabbage field,
off the lake and down the way!

dutchman:  (mournfully singing) in hot sun cracked old lumps of earth,

radio man: (he takes off his cap and bows his head, also singing) in first dawn at 
deep dew's embrace,

unison: we'll lie down there with roots. [as they say this, more insects begin to 
assemble, joining in the memorial chant.]

all: we'll lie down there with roots!

[a processional begins around the table, and the insects begin a steady 
chant.  someone clangs a heavy metal pot.]

it grows on you.
it grows on you.
it grows on you.
it grows on you.
it grows on you.
it grows on you.
it grows on you.
it grows on you.
it grows on you.
it grows on you.
it grows on you.
it grows on you.
it grows on you.
it grows on you.
it grows on you.
it grows on you.
it grows on you.
it grows on you.
it grows on you.  (yes, it is 19 times.)

[a flower grows out of simon's chest.
the processional stops.]

CURTAIN.


